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THE MODULI of curve families have been a useful bridge between analysis and geomet- 
ric-topological argument. Caratheodory exploited the notion to construct his theory of 
prime ends. In dimensions three and higher this connection has been extensively developed 
by Fred Gehring (For example, see [4] and [SJ). We continue in this tradition by showing 
that the naturally defined “conformal moduli” for a disjoint collection of solid tori in RJ 
cannot all be greater than the constant (125/‘4H)n if the tori are linked in any essential 
manner. It is natural to conjecture that the optimal lower bound is (\‘.5 - I)& the 
modulus of the “solid” Clifford 1orus.J 
As an application, WC use the topology of linking flow lines to cstimatc a lower bound on 
the cncrgy ofccrtain incompressible flows. Roughly, one thinks that an invariant solid torus 
of spinning fluid may give up cncrgy by elongating like a soda straw, but that this should bc 
prcvcntcd if scvcral such tori arc linked. To make this prccisc, an incquality relating 
modulus and a variant of energy is dcrivcd. For some pcrspcctivc and rcfcrcnccs on this 
problem the rcadcr may consult [3] and [6]. WC express our thanks to Michael Starbird for 
intcrcsting conversations on this subject. 
Let ‘fc R’ bc a solid torus. We define the modulus 
where y is taken to bc a (rectifiable) degree one curve and p: T -. R l is any intcgrablc 
function. A “fat” or “highly inflated” torus will have a large modulus; a very thin torus will 
have a modulus close to zero. The exponent 3 is natural in this dimension since this makes 
M(T) conformally invariant. If we were to rescalc the metric on T by multiplying by 
a conformal factor /‘: T -, R’ then 
tsupportcd by AFOSR-F496?0-87-C-0117. 
:Thc solid “ChtTord torus” may be taken IO be pairs or complex numbers [CL.. w) 1 II I’:/ 2 + /I w II * = I and 
IIL.11 2 \? Z]. U d .t n cr * ereographlc projcctlon it becomes a subset of 3-dimensional (real) space. R’. 
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THEOREM. LA T, u . . v Tk c R3 be a disjoint union of solid tori imhedded in 
3-spuce with co~formul moduli Af I, . . . , M,. If’ M, > (I Z/48)71 _for i = 1. . . . . k. then thr 
k-component link determined by these solid tori is topoloyicallr triciul. 
We begin with: 
BALL LEMMA. Let a be a rectifiable closed curve (possibly sinyultrr) in R”. (f length 
(a) I 1 there is (I point l E R” such that a lies in the closed ball of rudius I,4 ohout l . I E E, J(~). 
E.\-cept Ji)r the e.ytreme cuse where imaye (a) is a closed line seyment oj‘ imyth = 1 2, 
z c inferior B, J (* 1. 
The following short proof was shown to us by Y. Peres and D. Bar Natan. 
Prooj Let .V be a point on r and let y be the unique point on z with arclength between 
I + J 
x and y exactly l/Z. Using the atline structure of R”, choose u = -. 
2 
For any point : on 
z we have 
thus 
II = - XII + II,’ - )‘I1 5 l/2, 
II : - D/l = f /I (z - x) + (z - y)II 5 f(ll= - .xII + II= - VII) 5; l/4. 1 -2 
FI.ANGE LI:MMA. f,ct 7 = (7,. . . . , yr ) hc (I smooth link ofcircles irt RJ with lrruyth (;I,) = li 
fJrlt/ kt ai hc tJ pifJt (!/ H’ SO tiUJt yi C b,,,.,( *i). Further .SUp~“.W tilctt tiWc* e.Ki.St.Y II 
disjoint wlk~ction o/ ( 7;. . . . , T, ) I?[ solid tori tuhubr nei~qhhorhoods I)$ (7,. . . , . yk) (J~JL/ 
N (possibly sinyubr) collection o/ unnuli r, : S’ x [O. I] --* 7; with ri(sl x 0) = y, und 
P,(S’ x 1) n U .,,, +(+,) = 4. i = I,. . . , k. Under these h),pothese.s the link ;’ is the unlink o/ 
k componcwts. 
f’rooj: Since y, = ?,,f, c intB,,,,(+,) and 3ir,nB,,,,,(ri) = (b, dist(C,r,, C1ri) > 1,,‘2. 
By considering first the case k = I WC show that y = yI is unknotted and in fact bounds 
a smooth disk A. ?A = y. ofdiamcter < l/2. Setting S = 38,,,(*), WC see that S separates (‘,I- 
from (7, I-‘. The transvcrsc inverse image r-‘(S) c S’ x [O, I] must contain some essential 
circle z c S’ x [O. I] and r’ = r(r) is a degree = I (possibly singular) curve in T. Since z’ is 
“planar” (i.e., lies on S) it may be perturbed into interior b,,,(e) to achieve an imbedded, 
unknotted, degrece = I, z c T. The curve a is a satellite of the core 7 so by a 
standard argument (using an amalgamated free product decomposition: 
x,(R’ -a) 2 n,(R’ - y)*,+: n,(T - a)), a unknotted implies 7 and Tare unknotted. Thus 
7 = ?A, for some A c BliJ (*). 
Now returning to the general case we know that each yi is individually unknotted. 
Without loss of generality, assume I, is minimal among I,, . . . , 1,. By the first paragraph of 
the proof, for each i = 2. . . . , k, A is disjoint from either c7,,ri or Zlri and in particular is 
disjoint from some imbedded degree = 1 curve /I, c K,i = 2. . . . , k. 
The inclusion aT, c & - p,,i = 1, . . . , k, is clearly incompressible since the boundary of 
any compressing disk would be a meridian which links /II,. Thus by standard methods A may 
be cut off on S7;:, i = 2. . . . , k, to obtain a new imbedded disk A’ with 7 = SA’ and 
A’n(7;v . . . v T,) = 4. (To modify A, cut A along innermost circles on SC 
(i = 2.. . . , k) and replacing a disk of A with a disk from one of the T,.) We may use A’ to 
isotope 7, to a point in the complement of y2 v . . . vy,. Now if we assume that y was 
a counter example to the lemma of fewest components we see that (y2. . . . , yr) must be 
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nontrivial and therefore a counterexample of fewer components. This contradiction proves 
the lemma. c! 
Proqf of Thtwrem. Among the degree = I circles of each T; choose a smooth c, of nearly 
minimal length, Ii = length (ci) I inf(length(deg = I curve of 7,) + c) for some small E > 0. 
Let *, be a point in space so that ci c B ,, *(ai). To estimate the modulus M(T), consider the 
function 
pi = { 
1 on B51, *(*i)n T 
0 on & - Bsl,jd(*i). 
We claim that for some i any other degree = 1 curve bi of 7; must satisfy length 
(bi A BS,r,O(*i)) 2 Ii - E. If bi c Bs,,,,(*i) this follows from the near minimality of ci. Sup- 
pose there exists PiEbi - B,,,/,(*i). If the link of solid tori is essential, the flange lemma, 
applied to homotopies connecting ci to bi inside q. tells us that for some i = I. . . . , k there 
exists a p:E bi n f3,,,,,(ai). S ince the two arcs of b, joining pi to pi must each cross the shell 
B 51r,.,(+i) - BJ,,,4(*i). their total length exceeds Ii. Thus from the definition of modulus we 
have the estimate for at least one iE { I. . . . , k): 
Taking the limit as E I 0 WC get: 
M(7;) 5 1X/4811 (for some i = I,. . , A), 
thus completing the proof of the theorem. I I 
Next we consider some special divergence free vector fields on tiuclidian 3-space and see 
how topology can provide lower bounds on energy. Previous work of V. 1. Arnold [I] 
implies a lower bound on energy in terms of linking numbers and diamctcr. Our result does 
not require nonzero linking numbers; it extends part of the theorem of [3] although to 
obtain simple explicit bounds we now avoid the greater generality of a Ricmannian 
manifolds. We say a divergence-free field H on E-’ is “strongly modeled on a link L” if there 
is a smooth volume-preserving imbedding h : fi (D* ,, x S’)i onto a tubular neighborhood of 
1-1 
L which carries the field & into H. The image solid tori have volumes ci = In’r:, 
i= I,..., k. Let I’min denote ;he minimum volume among I’ir i = I, , . . , k. We will show 
that the “3/2-energy” of H, E,,2 = 
I 
II H II 3’2, satisfies the inequality: 
R’ 
provided that L is not the topologically trivial link. As will be seen, the bound actually 
detects 3/2-energy supported on a fixed volume = ri. (the volume of one of the solid tori 7;). 
The Holder inequality now shows that ordinary energy E, = II H II2 satisfies: 
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Derivation: Let f be II H II pulled back to T then for some i, 
= E3 Jr!:4 
2 1. 
> 
To establish (I) consider the volume preserving dilfeomorphism hl: 0; x S’ + T c E3. 
The diffeomorphism hl pulls back the Euclidian metric on T to a metric g’ on 0: x S’. If 
y denotes the standard (product) metric on 0: x S’ we note that g and g’ agree on volumes 
but measure lengths differently. We have: 
Applying the Holder inequality to the integral in the denominator we get: 
h!(T)2 i:ll:.,, fJ3/(S( j”_ ,‘3)“3( Jb,.,. i$il:“)‘;‘)‘. 
= n3rh/( I_ I&II”)’ Or 
M(T) 2 ~‘r”/(E3,2 of H1,)2. (3) 
Combining (3) with Theorem I we see the 3/tenergy of some solid tori in an essential 
link of solid tori must be large unless some ri are small. For some i = I, . . . , k we have: 
$ 2 n3rf’/(E3,, of H on h(Di, x S’))2. 
Substituting &/art for ri in the above and noting that the total E3,, for H is greater than 
the E,,, supported in h(Dz, x S’) yields (1). 
The flows whose energies we have bounded, although modeled on an arbitrary link, 
have very simple behavior near the link. Such flows are far from generic within diver- 
gence-free vector fields. We exploited a rather simple fact that the circles in an essential link 
in some way form an impediment to variations of their partners (the flange lemma). 
A suitable (perhaps statistical) generalization of this property to “links” of open integral 
curves (lines) would be key to a general analysis of topological lower bounds to energy. 
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